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Journalism m 
andd Infotainment 
Commercialism,, corporate business interests, internationalization of media 
marketss are but some of the developments about which most contemporary 
mediaa critics and scholars agree, that these are and have been profoundly 
shapingg the culture industry in (Western) society (Dahlgren and Sparks, 1992; 
McManus,, 1994; McChesney, 1999). As argued in the first chapter, two develop-
mentss in journalism that follow directly from changing and evolving media 
markett developments are equally valid in Australia, Germany, Great Britain, 
Thee United States as well as in The Netherlands: (increased) media concentra-
tionn and infotainment.1 As argued in the first two chapters, one can study the 
articulationn of infotainment to Dutch journalists and journalism in two dis-
tinctt ways. In this chapter those ways are addressed firstly by looking at the ba-
sic,, occupational and professional characteristics of journalists working for 
specificc infotainment genres, secondly by analyzing the professional knowl-
edgee and views of experts in the field regarding their work. 

Ass a first step, both of these questions were partly answered by the analysis of 
thee data regarding professional characteristics from the main survey sample 
(seee chapter m). Dutch journalists in general seem to be quite supportive of a 
moree or less entertaining role for the newsmedia, as 49% said this is an impor-
tantt or even very important part of their job (compared to 47% in Germany and 
40%% in the United States). This 49% is distributed more or less evenly across the 
entiree media spectrum. As infotainment and media concentration are general-
lyy attributed to increasing commercialization of the media (see Esser, 1999), it 
iss important to note here that I found commercial goals of newsmedia - iden-
tifiedd as advertising-revenue goals - particularly shared among journalists 
workingg for magazines and television. 

Inn this chapter the full analyses on the data of the subsample of infotain-
mentt journalists are offered in detail (for details on the sampling procedure 
seee the second chapter of this book). As a second step - and similar to the the-
maticc chapters on journalism and multiculturalism and the Internet - we con-
ductedd a range of expert interviews with leading tabloid editors in The Nether-
lands,, in order to further study and understand the relationships between 
workingg for a 'typical' infotainment genre in the Dutch media and the process 
off  giving meaning to one's own professional identity in contemporary jour-
nalism.22 First an overview is offered of earlier research and theory regarding 
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journalismm and infotainment, after which the survey data analysis follows. The 
sectionss thereafter cover the ground of the design and analysis of the (14) ex-
pertt interviews with tabloid editors. 

Journalismm and Infotainment 
AA specific difference between the theme of infotainment, and the discussion of 
multiculturalismm and online journalism in The Netherlands, is that commer-
cialismm and entertainment have always been part and parcel of the newsmedia 
-- at least since the early 19th century when news became a commodity, a way for 
aa company to make profit, a way for people (writers) to earn a living (see for ex-
ample:: Schudson, 1978; Baldasty, 2000; Blokker, 1989 for a Dutch similar per-
spective).. Scholars like Van Zoonen (1998a: 125) and Gripsrud (2000:287) argue 
thatt it is part of the mythology of journalism to suggest that commercial and 
entertainmentt interests have only recently come to the fore. The earlier cited 
workk of Tunstall (1970) has shown that advertising-revenue goals have been an 
acceptedd part of the professional identity of (certain specialist) journalists. 
Schudsonn (1978; 1995) correspondingly argued that commercialism and enter-
tainmentt have always been part of the (history of professionalization in the) 
newsmedia.. Dahlgren (1992) and Winch (1997) claim that the perceived differ-
encess between entertainment and news are a social construction of main-
stream,, 'hard' news journalists to differentiate, define and legitimize them-
selves. . 

Nevertheless,, what gives the theme a sense of urgency and immediacy when 
itt comes to the daily practices, norms and values of journalists at the time of 
writing,, is the perceived blurring of the historical distinction between infor-
mationn and entertainment in the news which happens in particular in terms of 
neww genres (cf. docusoaps, talk shows), styles ('intimate' journalism, public 
journalism),, and topics (cf. the entertainment industry becomes 'hard' news) 
inn contemporary journalisms (Schudson, 1995: 179-181; Brookes, 1998; Esser, 
1999).. Van Zoonen (1998b) has argued that even though infotainment can be 
seenn as a historical feature of journalism, the growing concern about these de-
velopmentss for journalists may be explained by the fact that it used to be clear 
whichh realms of journalism could be considered to be entertaining - i.e. 
lifestyle,, gossip and human interest genres - and which were seen as in the 
'publicc interest'. The findings in the main survey among Dutch reporters sug-
gestt that commercial interests are somewhat typical for magazine and televi-
sionn journalism, but on the other hand also reveal that 'mixed' sets of goals are 
sharedd by (a slight) majority of Dutch journalists.3 

Contentt analyses in several countries suggest that televised and printed 
newss has become more entertainment focused in for example the United 
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States,, Great Britain, Germany and The Netherlands, particularly so since the 
1980ss (see Hallin, 1992; Barnhurst and Muntz, 1997; Esser, 1999; for The Nether-
landss see: Brants and Neijens, 1998; Van Praag and Brants, 2000). Sparks (2000: 
3)) suggest that one could speak of a spill-over of tabloid news values and top-
icss - such as entertainment, gossip, scandal - into the mainstream prestige me-
dia.. Esser (1999: 293) argues that one should in fact study the 'quality' press in 
orderr to analyze the impact tabloidization has on the news media. In The 
Netherlands,, Costera Meijer (2001a) suggests a framework for analyzing the 
'publicc quality' of popular journalism, where she aims to enrich mainstream 
newss genres with what popular genres (like tabloids, talk shows) do better: in-
corporatingg and maintaining audiences, focusing on lif e stories and human 
interest. . 

Studiess by Van Zoonen (1998a) and Sparks (2000) suggest there exists a 
moree or less explicit consensus within and about journalism on which sections 
orr genres can be considered more 'infotaining' than others. Sparks (2000:14-
15)) in particular defines this infotainment field in the print media as the 'news-
standd tabloid press', typified by a concentration on private lif e of individuals 
specificallyy in terms of scandal, sports and entertainment. It is this contempo-
raryy demarcation that has led to the research questions as formulated above. 
Thee signaled blurring of the public-private distinction in journalism therefore 
particularlyy impacts upon the journalists' sense of autonomy and professional 
self-perception.. As in the two previous chapters, I wil l explore and analyze this 
impactt in the qualitative phase of the project by looking specifically at those 
journalistss directly involved: for multiculturalism the specialists and experts in 
thee Dutch newsrooms, for new media developments the online reporters and 
forr infotainment processes the editors of those media in The Netherlands cor-
respondingg closest to Sparks' definition of newsstand tabloids. In the quanti-
tativee phase I have - as in the other two thematic parts of this book - added a 
specificc subsample of journalists in order to better grasp the articulation of in-
fotainmentt to Dutch journalism and the characteristics of the reporters and 
editorss involved. 

Infotainmentt  journalists in The Netherlands 
Thee history of media professionalization and developments in journalism re-
gardingg the rise and establishment of entertainment (genres) in journalism -
ass reported in chapter 1 - shows that infotainment in newsmedia can be seen 
ass a significant area of change and challenges to the norms and values of jour-
nalists.. Like in the cases of ethnic minority journalists and online reporters, I 
includedd a subsample of so-called 'infotainment journalists' in the survey 
(N=8o;; for details on this particular sampling procedure, see chapter 11). The 
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reportt on the basic, occupational and professional characteristics of this sam-
plee follows here. 

BASICC C H A R A C T E R I S T I C S. The infotainment sector in Dutch journalism is 
aa bit more balanced in terms of gender (39% versus 32% in the main sample), 
andd much more balanced regarding age, as 48% (versus 28%) is younger than 
366 years. The level of education is similar, with almost one-third of reporters 
enteringg the genre with a BA-degree in journalism. This is somewhat surpris-
ing,, as the four schools for journalism in The Netherlands do not support their 
studentss in finding internships, contacts or employment in the infotainment 
sectorr - nor do these schools offer specific courses in 'popular journalism'.4 

Likee in the overall sample, 2% of the infotainment journalists reported having 
aa non-Dutch ethnic background. 

O C C U P A T I O N ALL C H A R A C T E R I S T I C S. One has to note specific sample ef-
fectss regarding the occupational context of these respondents. In the sampling 
proceduree we found more established infotainment programs and formats in 
thee magazine and broadcasting sector, than for example in national newspa-
perr sections (see Lamkamp, 2000). Infotainment journalists work under the 
samee conditions as 'other'journalists, although almost half of them work for 
broadcastt organizations {45% versus 29% in the main sample), which finding 
supportss the claim that infotainment is a genre in journalism which has par-
ticularlyy flourished in the concept of the (television) talkshow.5 The types of 
specializationss respondents reported show that this segment of journalists is 
nott likely to process news regarding financial or economic issues, foreign or 
domesticc politics (including multicultural issues), and new media technolo-
giess (versus other categories like crime, lifestyle, youth culture, art) - this sug-
gestss a clear boundary between 'regular'journalism and 'popular'journalism, 
whichh distinction Tuchman typified as 'hard' versus 'soft' news (1978: 47-49). 
Thee respondents think their audience is a bit more interested in education and 
healthh issues (58% versus 52%), art (44% versus 38%), show business news (48% 
versuss 40%), and topics regarding the multicultural society (40% versus 28% in 
thee main sample). They also feel that their public is a bit less keen to learn 
aboutt economic issues (21% versus 37%). In terms of getting and rating audi-
encee feedback, the infotainment journalists gave similar answers to those of-
feredd by their colleagues. Perhaps these 'infotainers' are a bit more acutely 
awaree of their public's wants and needs, tough: more than half said to use e-
maill  for more or less regular interaction with the audience (53% versus 32% in 
thee main sample). 
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P R O F E S S I O N ALL C H A R A C T E R I S T I C S. Two-thirds of infotainment journal-

istss feel that one of their most important functions is to provide entertainment 
andd relaxation - versus half of the main sample (65% versus 49%, adding answer 
categoriess "important" and "very important"). On the other hand it seems that 
itt is the group of 'infotainers' who are most fervently opposed to consciously 
providingg a good environment for advertisers: 68% said this is not important at 
alll  for their job as a journalist, versus 50% of the main sample. This suggests 
thatt being an infotainment journalist is for these respondents not synony-
mouss with having a commercial attitude or seeking advertising-revenue (us-
ingg Tunstall's terminology). 

Likee with the other subsamples, a factor analysis of items pertaining to 
journalists'' role perceptions was conducted (see Table 1 for full results). This 
analysiss shows that the three roles observed in the main sample (of journalists 
endorsingg non-revenue, audience-revenue and advertising-revenue goals) are 
alsoo supported by the infotainment reporters. A closer look suggests however, 
thatt the dominant role for this group of journalists seems to mean something 
quitee different. The first factor shows a combination of both a public and a pri-
vatee orientation: being both critical and focused on public institutions (busi-
nesses,, government) as well as aiming to develop the intellectual and cultural 
interestss of the public and giving (disadvantaged) people a voice. This perhaps 

Tablee 6.1 
Item ss and facto r loading s (varima x rotated ) fo r infotainmen t journa -
lists ''  rol e perception s (N=80) 

MediaMedia rotes Factor 1 2 3 Communality 

Bee an adversary of public officials and businesses 

Investigatee claims government 

Standd up for disadvantaged people 

Developp interests of the public 

Reachh widest possible audience 

Havee an influence on the public/political agenda 

Givee people a chance to express their views 

Gett news to the public quickly 

Providee a good environment for advertisers 

Providee entertainment 

Signalingg new trends 

Providee analysis and interpretation 

Notes:: only loadings above .10 (or -.10) are reported in this table. Boldface indicates highest factor 
loadings.. Factor 1 explains 23%, factor 2 explains 15% and factor 3 explains 12% of the variance. 
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givess evidence to the claim, that infotainment not only means the blurring of 
thee lines between that what is considered as 'information' and what is 'enter-
tainment',, but also between the seemingly clear lines between a 'public' and 
'private'' focus of journalists (see Hallin, 1996; Brants, 1998; Sparks, 2000 for a 
discussionn on this claim). 

Vann Zoonen (1998b) has argued, that popular journalism needs its own ethical 
codess and guidelines, since the kind of newsgathering and reporting one does 
inn such genres brings about more (and sharper) conflicts with established 
morall  codes in the profession (which codes are generally based on mainstream 
'hard'' news journalism, see for example Evers, 1994). A comparison between 
thee main sample and the infotainment sample on issues regarding ethics of 
newsgatheringg shows differences on two of the eight 'ethical' items (at signifi-
cancee level p=o,oo): 44% of infotainment journalists say it can be justified to 
payy for information (versus 27% of the main sample) and 12% would not un-
equivocallyy protect a source's confidentiality (versus 6%). When interpreting 
thesee results, one should first consider the fact that almost half of the 80 re-
spondentss work in broadcasting, which means that for them it is quite com-
monn to pay sources to come to the studio for interviews - which is something 
otherr than the kind of 'chequebook journalism' this particular item refers to 
(thee acceptance score for this item is indeed significantly higher among radio 
andd television journalists than among newspaper and magazine reporters). 
Regardingg the second finding, one has to note that a vast majority of journal-
istss still feels that one should honor the confidential relationship with a source 
att all costs. What these two findings definitely warrant is further investigation 
intoo the kind of ethics pertaining to infotainment genres in contemporary 
journalism.. Ethical perceptions were therefore explicitly included in the semi-
structuredd design of the in-depth expert interviews. 

Expertt  Interviews 
Thee qualitative method of analyzing the issues related to infotainment jour-
nalismm in The Netherlands is the same as in the chapters on multiculturalism 
andd the Internet: the transcripts of a series of in-depth interviews with a spe-
cificc group of experts have been analyzed looking at the full range of topics 
mentioned,, and constructing different interpretative repertoires applied by 
thesee journalists to give meaning to their everyday work. For determining 
whomm to interview, I used the definitions of tabloid and popular journalism by 
Sparkss {2000: 14-15) and Van Zoonen (1998a: 127). Both authors identify the 
tabloidd as the archetype of popular journalism. The 'ultimate' form thereof is 
thee supermarket tabloid - a genre non-existent in The Netherlands (besides a 
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brieff  and unsuccessful experiment with a magazine called De Nieuwe in the 
earlyy 1990s), but well established in the Anglo-American media sphere. Prime 
exampless of this type of tabloid are the Weekly World News and the National 

EnquirerEnquirer in the us, Bild in Germany, and the News of the World or The Sun in 
Greatt Britain.6 Van Zoonen identifies several in-between genres, of which gos-
sipp magazines (in terms of Sparks: the newsstand tabloid and serious-popular 
press)) can be singled out as a type of popular journalism present in all media-
sawyy societies, including The Netherlands. She argues that there are consider-
ablee varieties in the gossip press in different countries (1998b: 114). One of the 
feww scholars who have researched and published about journalists working for 
popularr genres, Elizabeth Bird (who studied people working for weekly super-
markett tabloid National Enquirer in the us), offers a more general view on the 
phenomenon:: "Although their emphases are different, newspapers and tabloids 

areare located along the same storytelling continuum. Tabloids report on real peo-

pleple and events, and their staff members are journalists" (1990:386). Whereas the 
Dutchh media market has no tabloids, it does have its fair share of weekly 
celebrityy and gossip magazines, breakfast and daytime TV lifestyle talk shows 
andd lifestyle sections in newspapers, which segmentation has informed the 
theoreticall  sample of infotainment journalists used in the phone survey (see 
thee previous section on results of the survey). For the in-depth interviews all 
thee (chief) editors of the main newsstand tabloids (Privé, Story, Weekend, Par-

ty,ty, Talkies, Glossy, Beau Monde) and serious-popular press (Aktueel, Nieuwe Re-

vue,vue, Panorama) were selected. These magazines have a long history in The 
Netherlandss (Story for example was the first gossip magazine, started in 1974; 
PanoramaPanorama put out its first issue in 1913), and have significant readerships (Sto-

ry,ry, Weekend, Privé and Party together had a total circulation of almost one mil-
lionn copies at the time of writing, the six other magazines together have a mar-
kett share of approximately 600.000 copies; source: Het Oplage Instituut, 2001). 
Thesee magazines have also undergone some changes in recent years because of 
increasedd competition from other media - notably commercial television and 
thee 'quality' press - and from other tabloid titles - most recently Talkies, Glossy 

andd Party entered the market in the 1990s (Hemels and Vegt, 1997; Meijer, 1999: 
42).. Broadcast media were deliberately left out at this stage of the project for 
severall  reasons, the main one being the consideration found in the literature 
off  the archetypical quality of the gossip press in the history of popular jour-
nalism.. As with the multicultural expert group (also including only print me-
diaa practitioners), the added complexity of working in a broadcasting envi-
ronmentt also provided ground for exclusion. One more pragmatic reason is 
thee aforementioned long tradition of the printed popular media in The 
Netherlands,, whereas most of the radio and particularly television talkshows 
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havee relatively short running times.7 Gossip journalism in The Netherlands has 
recentlyy been the subject of relatively few studies, for example about politi-
cianss in the popular press and the ethics of gossip journalists (Van Zoonen, 
1995;; 1998b and 1998c), and one about the history and character of gossip jour-
nalismm (Meijer, 1999). Meijer in her paper that, as the 'quality' press has adopt-
edd the news topics and newsgathering methods of the popular press, Dutch 
journalismm has to look hard at its own ethical standards to see if "publication 

ofof uncontrollable facts about persons is justifiable" (1999:49). The data analysis 
onn the infotainment sample indeed suggests that one might expect a different 
sett of ethical principles or at least a different way of thinking about ethics 
amongg journalists working for popular genres. The main theme (semi-) struc-
turingg our interviews has therefore been working ethics.8 Where the interviews 
withh multicultural experts were structured by the concepts of knowledge - rep-
resentationn - responsibility, and the online journalists were questioned using 
thee concept of media logic, the interviews with the tabloid editors have been 
informedd by the combination of ethical perceptions with what Costera Meijers' 
notionn of public quality of popular journalism (2001a). Costera Meijer con-
tends,, as other scholars have done recently, that the strict separation of quali-
tyy journalism and popular or tabloid journalism is an often unarticulated, if 
nott unworkable one in the contemporary media sphere (2001a: 190; see also 
Winch,, 1997; Brants, 1998; Allan, 1999:185-192). The in-depth interviews there-
foree contained a significant emphasis on questions regarding the perceived 
differencess or distinctions between popular (gossip) and quality journalism. 
Otherr items addressed in the interviews followed the results of the literature 
review,, and included (as mentioned) questions of ethics, organization of labor, 
definitionss of for example 'gossip', and opinions about competitor-colleagues 
andd the audience. As with the interviews with experts in the previous chapters 
off  this book, the informants were given as much room as possible to structure 
theirr own accounts of their work, their (news) values, norms and ethics. 

Thee editorial departments of the ten selected magazines were first sent a for-
mall  letter (dated late May 2001) describing the research project, and were then 
contactedd by phone to make an interview appointment. Only the editor of 
TalkiesTalkies refused cooperation, claiming he did not have time for 'academic pur-
suits'.. All other editors (some of these magazines have more than one editor; 
Aktueel,Aktueel, Glossy and Weekend in fact share the same editor-in-chief) agreed, re-
sultingg in fourteen expert interviews. The results section wil l follow the same 
patternn as before (chapters iv and v), starting with an overview and descrip-
tionn of the full range of topical categories the participants talked about, con-
cludingg with an analyses of the interpretative repertoires these journalists 
usedd when talking about their work. A striking characteristic of all interviews 
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withh the tabloid editors was, that the atmosphere of the talks was quite infor-
mall  and pleasant. Almost all of the editors expressed, that they enjoyed the fact 
thatt academia would spent time on research into popular journalism. One 
couldd argue, that the editors considered our interviews as some kind of intel-
lectuall  acknowledgement of their role in society. 

Analysis s 
Ass a first remark one has to note that on several occasions the interviewed ed-
itorss of serious-popular magazines Nieuwe Revue and Panorama expressed dif-
ferentt concerns than their colleagues. These are not gossip magazines, and 
severall  notions mentioned in the analysis pertain specifically to their views. On 
thee other hand I found that these editors do talk about more or less the same 
issues,, questions and topics as their counterparts in the gossip press; they use 
thee same yardsticks to evaluate themselves, address similar trends and devel-
opmentss in the market for infotainment media, apply the same repertoires to 
givee meaning to their work. Although their experiences and ways to go about 
theirr work are sometimes quite differing, the interviews with these 'serious-
popular'' press professionals can be seen to contribute to an analysis of the 
knowledgee and views of infotainment journalists. 

Alll  of the interviewed experts addressed a total of seven recurring topical 
categoriess when talking about their work: a gossip or popular journalism atti-
tude;; corresponding skills attributed to the 'craft' of doing infotainment jour-
nalism;; views regarding their particular audience; truth; ethics or codes of con-
duct;; benchmarking their work using competitor-colleague magazine Party; 
theirr (low) status in the hierarchy of journalism. In this analysis the full band-
widthh of these categories is first explored, after which the ways tabloid editors 
givee meaning to the various topics is discussed. 

CATEGOR YY K 'THE ' G O S S IP OR POPULA R J O U R N A L I S T I C ATT ITUDE . 

Thee editors would often describe the way they go about their work as a distinct 
processs of gossip or popular journalism. These accounts of 'that what we as 
journalistss do' were set against experiences most of the interviewees had while 
workingg for other (non-gossip) media. In other words: the way to go about 
workk seems to be instrumental in distinguishing oneself from the 'other'jour-
nalistss and journalisms in The Netherlands. The various ways in which inter-
vieweess describe their work indicates, that they actively negotiate between the 
normss and values of 'traditional' journalism and the intricacies of the gossip 
environment.. Two colleagues at one magazine felt that these supposed differ-
encess are what define gossip journalism - a sort of raison d'etre even: 
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"Gossip"Gossip magazines are in way a way just magazines like any other. But a 

gossipgossip magazine should have a kind of 'mean' or 'sneaky' aura, like some-

thingyouthingyou cannot really put your finger on, so of you take that away, you do 

notnot have a magazine anymore, right?Yes, it is kind of a forbidden fruit..." 

Severall  editors would go out of their way to position themselves as 'regular' 
journalists,, even though they would readily admit that what they do and the 
wayy they do it is not generally considered to be anything like 'regular'journal-
ismm (see Bird, 1990 and 1992). 

"People"People should not think we are just making things up here. We don't do 

that,that, we just get our news not in an 'everyday-like' fashion. People do not 

havehave a clue that we work in a normal office building with regular adult peo-

pleple who are happily married...hahaha... Sorry I have to laugh...haha [In-

terviewer:terviewer: what are you laughing about?] No, now you can't come and work 

here,here, otherwise you would have asked about that a long time ago, haha." 

Sometimess editors would explicitly address this process as their motivation for 
doingg this type of journalism: 

"We"We try to visit a tot of educational institutes to explain how fascinating this 

typetype of journalism is, how journalistic the work is that gets done, because 

therethere are still many people that question that, which really annoys me." 

Thiss link to the role of (journalism) education and thus professionalism shows 
thatt part of defining popular or gossip journalism for the informants is a dis-
cussionn on what one specifically does in the daily practice of working for a 
tabloid-likee magazine. 

CATEGORYY i i : SKILL S AND STANDARDS. Indeed, what does a gossip re-

porterr need to know in order to be a real tabloid journalist? An interesting 
questionn - and one which features topically in the discussions we have had 
withh the interviewees. Several participants lamented the omission of popular 
journalismm from the curriculum of the various journalism schools and training 
institutess in The Netherlands - as noted before in the analysis of educational 
backgroundd of infotainment reporters. A question could be, what specific 
skillss a journalist should or could learn in the popular press. A selection of 
statementss to this effect sheds some light on this topic regarding what specif-
icc skills are expected of a gossip reporter: 

"You"You have to be the kind of reporter Dutch celebrities talk about at parties, 

saying:saying: 'look, there is that asshole again', you should not be too friendly and 
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positivepositive {...] I have to write really hard-hitting stories about people, but that 

doesdoes not mean I have something against those people personally - that is 

justjust how the story should be." 

Ann important aspect of such remarks is the way these are framed versus what 

otherr newsmedia supposedly do, emphasizing what these editors feel makes 

themm and their genre extraordinary: 

"A"A normal reporter tends to be very careful, but we have to write an exciting 

headlineheadline and a teasing lead, that makes a story different." 

AA discussion of skills and standards not only serves to define what tabloid-style 

journalismm is, but it also functions for the interviewees as a way to specify a 

conceptt of'quality' in the genre. 

"What"What we do is combining information. We protect our sources, but ask 

themthem everything to make sure we are accurate, and that is good journalism. 

CombineCombine everything, use all information at your disposal: call that person, 

hehe might have heard this, and you have read that, seen this somewhere, and 

asas you work along this way, you might even decide to put a photographer 

somewheresomewhere for a night on stakeout to see whether that person indeed comes 

homehome alone or with someone else, and yes... then you did a good job." 

Thee framework of delineating popular journalism's skills extends to specific 
standardss acknowledged throughout the profession, like reporting on both 
sidess of a story, or defining oneself in a position of critical acclaim throughout 
thee profession as 'investigative reporter'. 

"Both"Both sides of every story, sure that is what we say as well, but we accept 

thatthat you cannot get that all the time, so you have to make an 'educated' 

guess,guess, haha... [...]  if you check your sources too much, you lose the good 

story.story. A gossip story does not have to be entirely true." 

"What"What we do is a kind of investigative journalism [...]  we are searching 

forfor the truth. Look, if you are a parliamentary reporter it's easy, just wait 

forfor the press conference, do some short corridor interviews, and nobody 

thinksthinks that is odd. But as a gossip reporter you have to know everything 

aboutabout a person's private life and there are no press conferences for that, 

therethere is nothing to help you - except just researching, investigating like a 

detective." detective." 

Thee various comments on skills and standards of media practitioners in this 
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fieldfield reads like a particular description of investigative reporting, with empha-

siss on (potential) conflicts with the traditional rules of the profession. Such a 

challengee to conventional notions of reliable or 'true' information and the 

checkingg of facts leads - as the last couple of quotes show - to an additional 

discussionn dominant in these interviews: a discussion about truth. 

CATEGORYY i n : TRUTH VERSUS ' U N T R U T H '. Other 'binary opositions' 

couldd be: fantasy versus reality, lies versus truths, deceit versus honesty, rumors 
versuss facts. The participants would refer to these dualisms throughout the in-
terviewss to such an extent, that one could analyze it as a topical category. Real-
ityy and truth seem to be phenomenological concepts the popular press are 
quitee familiar with, concepts with which they actively negotiate in the daily 
routiness of newsgathering and -reporting. This goes as far as for example re-
fusingg to print a story on a certain celebrity for reasons of'reality': 

"Ehm..."Ehm... It sometimes happens. If its really for our magazine, like if one of 

ourour reporters offers an interview with someone, this has happened, then we 

dodo not print it because it is not exciting enough. But it is a real interview." 

Onee of the editors has an explanation for this approach, specifically locating 
'truth'' in the aesthetic of the story, the way it can be written and is presented: 

"Yes,"Yes, well, if...I assume that the gossip magazines also strive for some kind 

ofof truth, they have limits as to what they can write, those limits are a bit 

moremore stretched with phrases like 'it could be that' or 'we have heard that', 

but...ehh...theybut...ehh...they aim for the kind of truth they feel the public needs to know 

andand it is of course nice to read." 

Thiss reflection comes from an editor of one of the serious-popular magazines, 

andd is to some extent mirrored by a colleague in that category, also using a dis-

tinctionn between the gossip press and his own publication, seeing a perceived 

conflictt between true and (potentially) false information as a deliberate strat-

egy: : 

"Its"Its the journalistic approach we choose, we do not exaggerate beyond all 

proportions.proportions. It must be something concrete, but if that is so we move in full-

steam!steam! That is what we do. The moment such a story turns into a lawsuit all 

kindkind of extra publicity follows, our sales increase, so that is good." 

Severall  of the gossip editors declared that what they do, is in their view part of 

thee journalistic task of looking for 'the truth'. One may argue that a complex 

conceptt of truth is common to all participants, and it is strategically used to 

discernn one's own product from the competition. In this last quote explicit ref-
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erencee is made to publicity and sales as aspects of evaluation and perceptions 

off  the audience as customers. 

CATEGORYY iv : THE P U B L IC / READERS / P E O P L E. Several editors con-

siderr the weekly sales figures 'holy'. In making decisions about content or lay-
ingg down cover policy, considerations of 'the' audience are put central. 
Throughoutt the interviews the participants would also refer to certain charac-
teristicss of the people who buy their magazine. Such references varied from 
generall  comments ("Our readers are mostly men, their wives buy our magazine 

atat the grocery store") to very specific ones ("Our reader eats microwave food"). 

Doingg audience research - several journalists mentioned qualitative research 
likee focus group discussions in particular - also seems to be part of the whole 
'popularr journalism experience' for these editors.9 

Lookingg more specifically at the comments made about (members of) the 
audience,, it seems that such statements are used specifically when making ed-
itoriall  decisions on the visualization of content (cf. writing style, choice of il-
lustrationn or pictures, cover policy), not on the processes underlying news-
gatheringg (like whether or not harass people to get information, or which 
newss to print). Examples of such statements on visualization (as it relates to 
status): : 

"We"We are making a much more respectable magazines than a couple of years 

ago.ago. Now we also have covers that you can put on the table, covers you don't 

havehave to feel ashamed about. Sometimes covers are a bit more explicit, but 

thatthat does not matter." 

Andd on style (as it relates to know-how and attitude): 

"We"We write for the big masses, so we cannot go too far... you have to be car-

riedried away by the story, you should be teased to read on, like 'hey I did not 

knowknow that, wow'. That is the tone of voice of your magazine, we take a cer-

taintain position, a bit tongue-in-cheek, sometimes with humor, now and then 

reallyreally sharp." 

Whenn it comes to the role of the audience in decision-making on the contents, 

itt seems that editors perceive people in The Netherlands as a public with cer-

tainn specific 'Dutch' characteristics. 

"Yes,"Yes, sure I like the big scoops, but the larger audience will not like that. And 

thenyouthenyou should not do it, which is obvious. That is the weird thingaboutThe 

Netherlands,Netherlands, compared to for example England. We have the same target 

groupgroup as the British tabloids, but Dutch people do not want to read about 
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hard-hittinghard-hitting scandals involving the big celebrities. If it goes too far, nobody 

wantswants to read about it. Dutch people don't want to know about the fallacies 

andand wrong-doings of their favorite stars." 

Dutchh tabloids are described by Van Zoonen (1998b) and Meijer (1999) as rela-
tivelyy 'decent' types of popular journalism - especially when compared to their 
British,, German or American counterparts. The statements on the audience 
suggestt this has more to do with perceptions of readers than on journalistic at-
titudee or style of newsgathering. This is also reflected in the various audience-
relatedd goals the editors talk about: 

"We"We want to offer people a bit of distraction, entertainment. People do not 
havehave to learn from whatwe write, no... a bit of gossip, which is also enough. 
WhatWhat is nice is that you notice how people talk about what you've published 
atat parties." 

Imagess of audience are also evoked when commenting on perceptions of the 
addedd value of popular journalism as compared to the mainstream newsme-
dia. . 

"Just"Just negative news does not work, people want to have a bit of fun reading 

asas well. The popular magazine has a function of entertaining. Like when 

someonesomeone has worked hard all day and just wants to lie down at night and 

relax,relax, he or she can read the magazine." 

CATEGORYY v: E T H I C S. The ethical perceptions of infotainment journalists 
havee been used as sensitizing concepts in the interviews, both by the inter-
viewerss as the interviewees (Silverman, 2000:65; see also Lamkamp, 2000). Of-
tenn the participants would address ethical issues and dilemmas themselves, for 
examplee when discussing the daily practices of working as a gossip journalist 
(seee category 11 on skills and standards): 

"We"We always say: we want to know everything, but that does not mean we 

publishpublish everything. This has to do with ethical rules. We know much more 

aboutabout celebrities than the people know, but if we would publish that it 

wouldwould ruin careers [...J but it is becoming more acceptable now. If you 

wouldwould know who is calling us, tipping us off... sometimes I think people are 

notnot born good but evil." 

Otherr editors would position themselves more modestly regarding ethical 
ruless or norms, and refer to themselves as the yardstick for measuring ethical 
decisionss without making generalizing normative claims, linking ethics with 
(perceptionss of) the audience: 
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"No,"No, of course not, 1 am not here to change the world. The ultimate goal is to 

sellsell al lot of magazines, whereby you have to be able to look in the mirror 

eacheach night and say: 'I have not hurt anybody today'." 

Thee emphasis put on selling magazines has to do with the week-to-week battle 
forr the reader, as editors explain. As most readers buy the magazines under 
studyy on impulse, and readership changes and diversifies across the different 
titless (one week buying Aktueel, next week Story or Privé, and so on). Intervie-
weess furthermore added third-person comments on the ethics and trustwor-
thinesss of'serious'journalists, now that those media are considered to be mov-
ingg into 'their' terrain of news: 

"Daily"Daily  newspapers are writing about human interest and personal stuff 

moremore and more, but that is not bad for us. The more they talk about it, the 

better,better, because people think of the gossip press as the place to really find this 

news.news. The gossip magazines are increasingly used as an 'alibi'for the good 

paperspapers to write about celebrities for example. If such a celebrity makes it 

ontoonto the front page ofDe Volkskrant which causes trials and the destruction 

ofof that person's career, than the editor ofDe Volkskrant says: 'Yes, but what 

hehe said is written in my notebook.' Well, I can show you notebook full of 

quotesquotes by people, but we can never use them, no judge will  allow us to use 

thatthat argument. This shows you how rocky the credibility of mainstream 

newspapernewspaper journalism is." 

Thiss kind of distinction made between 'our' and 'their' ethics, norms and val-

uess further contributes to the earlier mentioned strategy of the participating 

editorss of distinguishing one's own particular field of journalism from the 

'other'' journalisms in The Netherlands: discerning the popular from the seri-

ous. . 

TheThe most interesting thing of what we do is the combination of creativity 

andand management. The development of new initiatives [...jand the ability to 

dodo things, that normal journalists - put 'normal' in brackets here - consider 

impossible,impossible, that you can make those things happen [...}You constantly look 

forfor those borders, yes. And sometimes you can only say with hindsight 

whetherwhether what you did was crossing the line too much... but oh well." 

Whatt this topical category also shows is heightened awareness of continuous-
lyy working on the edges of what is considered 'appropriate' in (popular) jour-
nalism.. This awareness does not seem to reflect a need for a code, nor an atti-
tudee attuned to prescriptions on how to do popular journalism, and can there-
foree be seen as a plea for a contextualized and situational ethics, offering ways 
off  interpreting specific ethical dilemmas. This does not mean that these jour-
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nalistss are not ethical, or do not share a sense of ethics; on the contrary, the in-
terviewss suggest that ethical perceptions are actively negotiated as a means of 
distinguishingg oneself from competitor-colleagues and 'other' journalisms. 
Ethicall  sensibility seems to function as an instrument for drawing a boundary 
betweenn mainstream and popular journalism. But it is also used (together with 
notionss of true versus false information) to discern 'good' from 'bad' tabloid-
stylee media: 

"You"You know what we do, that is really different than for example what 'Par-

ty'ty' does. Party is the youngest. That is real 'thumb suck journalism'. The 

weirdestweirdest thing is that it's rebellious and it's popular with a younger audi-

ence.ence. But listen: 'thumb suck journalism' is the lowest when it comes to 

quality,quality, it is not even journalism anymore." 

CATEGORYY v i : MAGAZIN E 'PARTY '. AS noted in the analysis of interviews 

withh multicultural experts (see chapter iv), journalists seem to share very spe-
cificc views on certain benchmarks in their profession. Whether this may have 
too do with the absence of a consensual, theoretical or academic concept of 
qualityy in journalism or not, is beyond this particular analysis (see Costera Mei-
jer,, 2001b). But it is striking to notice that - where newspaper De Telegraaf 'is an 
examplee of 'bad practice' for most multicultural reporters - the relatively 
'young'' gossip magazine Party serves as a similar example of 'how not to do 
popularr journalism' for practically all participants in our series of interviews. 
Thee notions of age, of being younger, as well as a concept of telling the truth 
seemm to be tied in with the criticism towards Party:10 

"There"There is also a... a group of young people or students, but those people read 

magazinesmagazines like 'Party'... magazines which are completely... well not com-

pletely,pletely, but it is a magazine which goes too far in our line of work, they do 

notnot hesitate to, ehh... to write complete nonsense." 

Otherr comments also explicitly address this issue: "Where they really lie about 

everything,everything, that is at 'Party', hahaha... the real dirt among the gossip press", or 
forr example: "I  do not consider 'Party' gossip journalism... no, it belongs to an 

outsideoutside category, it is really nothing, I cannot understand that it already exists for 

55 or 6 years."" When we put these comments to the editors of Party, they re-
spondedd with an acknowledgement of the arguments about telling the truth: 
"There"There does not have to be a core of truth in a story." About the critical comments 
aboutt the magazine: "We make 'Party'for our readers, for no one else [...J After 

allall  these years you develop an elephant skin, whatever, it is just all about selling 

magazines,magazines, the salary and having a good time." 
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Butt whether working for Party or any other magazine in this genre, all editors 
expressedd to some extent a feeling of unease among journalists and editors 
workingg in different genres of the Dutch media - addressing a particular 
awarenesss of (informal) hierarchy in the profession. 

CATEGORYY v u: ( L O W ) STATUS I N J O U R N A L I S M. The status (or lack 

thereof)) of gossip and popular journalism is a topic of concern for most inter-
vieweess (see also Bird, iggo and Sarler, 1999 on similar notions of unequal sta-
tuss of the gossip press in us and British journalism). Although this has been 
notedd in the literature as well (see in particular the volume on tabloid journal-
ismm edited by Sparks, 2000), some of the editors indicated recent changes to 
thee status issue. 

"I"I  am getting more and more interview requests, so yes I am also in Netwerk 

andand Nova [two 'quality' newscasts on Dutch public television - MD/. They 

considerconsider us experts, as extraordinarily well-informed people when it for ex-

ampleample comes to royalty. Which we are [...]  I think that they will  still look 

downdown upon us, even though they also know that it is not a kind of 'thumb 

sucksuck journalism', but that it is really investigative journalism. Then it is just 

aa question on whether or not you are interested in topics like celebrity di-

vorces." vorces." 

Yett on the other hand several interviewees still feel that they have to fight their 
lowerr status in journalism - which defense affirms that there does seem to ex-
istt a shared perception of professional hierarchy in journalism. 

"What"What we really have to get rid of is the misconception that it is not jour-

nalismnalism what we do around here, or that it is not ethical. It should not be so 

thatthat we are not being taken seriously by our colleagues - colleagues of 

newspapersnewspapers and so on - that is a kind of'illusory supremacy', thinking that 

youyou are better. It irritates me." 

Thiss hierarchical notion of the media system echoes in a somewhat frustrated 
discussionn of the internship policies of the Dutch schools for journalism (a dis-
cussionn particular to the gossip press editors): 

"Coincidentally"Coincidentally yesterday two girls called for an internship, they were stu-

dentsdents of the journalism school in Zwolle. Normally these students are not al-

lowedlowed to do an internship at a gossip magazine, I hate that attitude. That is 

ridiculous,ridiculous, it should not be that way. Also at the Utrecht school for journal-

ismism and the universities: gossip magazines are not taken seriously in jour-

nalism." nalism." 
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Suchh a thirst for acknowledgement is generally ratified by pointing to similar 
reportingg practices, sales figures ("we make money for all the other magazines 

ofof our publisher"), and a suggested 'complacency' of colleagues at other news-
media.. The way tabloid editors are being held accountable each week for the 
numberr of copies sold is something that keeps them more alert than their col-
leaguess at for example the newspapers, editors would argue: 

"A"A lot of those colleagues do not have that, I think if you work at a newspa-

perper you stop worrying about whether or not people like to read what you 

write,write, you think 'well now I am intelligent and intellectual', you think you 

havehave made it. But you have never made it; every day is a new day to prove 

yourself.yourself. Yes, satisfaction kills creativity." 

Thiss last comments links status with intellectualism and may be seen as an el-
ementt of a 'high-brow' versus 'low-brow' culture debate. Apparently the popu-
larr press uses the same discourse to defend itself, as the 'quality' media who use 
thiss discourse to discern themselves (Winch, 1997). In this overview of topical 
categories,, that must be the overarching conclusion indeed, which point leads 
thiss analysis to a discussion of interpretative repertoires. 

Repertoires s 
Fromm the various propositions applied by the participants when discussing the 
topicss mentioned above, four more or less distinct repertoires have been dis-
tilled.. These can be summarized as irony, morality, commercial, and popular 
journalismm interpretative repertoires. The first one can be coined as 'irony', 
containingg propositions of having a good time when doing popular journal-
ismm and explaining oneself as a professional in this genre. 

I R O NYY R E P E R T O I R E. Arguments about having fun are paramount. This not 
onlyy reflects the relaxed and open atmosphere in most of the interviews, it also 
servess as a strategy for these journalists to give meaning to a wide range of is-
suess facing their profession. Questions about competences, about ethics, 
aboutt the competition of other media, or about taste are sooner or later all an-
sweredd by referring to 'having fun': 

"Well,"Well, hahaha, personally.... I think thatis thefunpart, toputa bitof hu-

mormor in stories, like 'look at that!'... In a way you work schizophrenic be-

causecause most of the time you do these really serious in-depth interviews with 

celebrities,celebrities, but you write these funny stories so it is a kind or role you're 

playing,playing, which is good fun. That is what is really fun every day, yes." 
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Funn is also used to determine quality in this genre of journalism, or even to dis-

tinguishh gossip from journalism altogether: 

"I"I  think what we do is sometimes more like 'fun journalism', it is something 

youyou should really want to do as a journalist, but is a real difference with... I 

sometimessometimes write a column on gossip, then it is okay to skip the news like, 

ehh...ehh... just your own ideas." 

Thee references made to having fun, the good laughs from time to time when re-
spondingg to (critical) questions seem to serve as a somewhat ironic step away 
fromm the issues at hand for these editors. Instead of directly confronting issues 
likee 'objectivity' or ethics of certain newsgathering and storytelling practices, 
participantss would sometimes fall back on an ironic repertoire with which 
theyy avoid clear answers or specific statements regarding their work. 

"A"A story should be exciting, it should have some kind of emotion to it...ha-

hahahaha [Interviewer: You really seem to enjoy talking about this?]...haha, 

yes...yes... h should have emotion, there must be something to it, it should not be 

somesome boring story which just goes on and on about nothing, about 'oh he is 

soso happy with his children blah blah blah', that is not what I am waiting 

for." for." 

Ironyy further contributes to judgments about mainstream news journalism as 

beingg too restrictive - a comment also made frequently by the National En-

quirerquirer reporters interviewed by Bird (1990 and 1992). 

"It"It  is just a really fun business to be in, and it is different every week. It is 

wild,wild, things happen all of the time and the journalists working here are not 

soso boring [...]  there are crazy photographers, crazy reporters [...]  everyone 

isis much more loose, it is like working for a newspaper but also making a 

magazinemagazine [...J we are really a newspaper in magazine format, which is fun-

ny,ny, it is good fun to work this way." 

Birdd indeed showed that many weekly tabloid-reporters expressed frustration 
aboutt the 'seriousness' of the mainstream newsmedia, with the restrictions 
theyy felt there regarding their creativity. According to these journalists, work-
ingg in popular genres of their profession allows them more freedom to tell sto-
riess - whether 'true' or 'untrue' - and to have fun in doing so. This reflects a step 
awayy from the classical distinction between 'hard' versus 'soft' news (see for ex-
amplee Tuchman, 1978) to contemporary terms as in between 'serious' and 'non-
serious'' news. Irony functions in this respect as a way to put some distance be-
tweenn 'them' and 'us' in popular journalism. The interviewees indicated that 
thee topics they work with - lifestyles, celebrities, royalty, sex - are not exclusive 
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too popular journalism anymore, which suggests that what discerns them from 
otherr journalisms in their perception has to do with reporting style, with cer-
tainn ways of storytelling, and not with being too strict (or: serious) about cer-
tainn values in traditional journalism. This consideration also seems to relate to 
thee tabloid editor's perceived autonomy: not being too restricted by conven-
tions.. It almost seems a bit like a pubertal preoccupation with 'breaking the 
rules':: seeing how far you can stretch rules laid down by parents, without actu-
allyy inventing new rules.12 

MORALIT YY R E P E R T O I R E. Douglas Coupland wrote in his famous account of 
thee contemporary thirty-something generation (the so-called 'Generation x') 
aboutt the concept of 'celebrity Schadenfreude' as: "lurid thrills derived from 

talkingtalking about celebrity deaths" (1991:78). This term can perhaps be applied-in 
aa less morbid fashion, that is - to the connection between this and the irony 
repertoire:: making fun of calamities involving celebrities. As celebrities have 
increasinglyy made it to the headlines of the mainstream newsmedia in recent 
years,, the interviewees consciously add an additional element of distinction to 
coveringg celebrities: especially cover them when things go awry, when love 
livess crash, when tears are running down their cheeks - in other words: when 
somee kind of'Schadenfreude' is involved (see also Schudson, 1995). Celebrity is 
aa diversified category, though - comparable to the concept of elite sources in 
'hard'' news (Schlesinger, 1990). For the tabloid editors a celebrity is someone 
successful,, rich, living their private life in the public eye, while the serious-pop-
ularr journalists also consider the 'normal' individual as a celebrity the moment 
hee or she becomes an actor on the pages of their magazine. The question is, 
whyy these celebrities - rich or poor, luxurious or normal-looking, jobless or 
moviee star - enter the popular news story at all? The answer: when they breach 
thee (admittedly fine) lines of civil morality, particularly regarding how we 
oughtt to behave in society regarding sexuality, religious practices, and life pol-
itics.133 Examples interviewees offer, anecdotal references they make, stories 
theyy remember fondly are all set against a 'morality conflict' involved. 

"You"You know, thestorylamstillmostproudofis... I was working at the'Privé' 

atat the time when we got a lead on an extramarital affair a well-known 

politicianpolitician supposedly had. And then I went out and staked out his house one 

SundaySunday morning. When he came out in his car I followed him, and a bit 

downdown the road a woman and two children got in - turns out this was his 

mistress,mistress, and she was married too! And his own wife was back home, she 

waswas sick, yes, I mean, really..." 

Thee ranges of topics that are mentioned with moral indignation generally fall in 
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thee category of'love life', ranging from marital affairs (divorce, cheating, death 
inn the family, a baby when it is unclear who the father is), and relationships (em-
phasizingg breaking up and getting together again, breaches of monogamy) to 
sexualityy (extraordinary sex, extreme sexual preferences, physical beauty, 
promiscuity).. I have to note that within this range of potential breaches of 
moralityy littl e or no mention is made of specific topics or issues outside of the 
dominant,, heterosexual and family-oriented view on civil life. The way the jour-
nalistss give meaning to what people in the news do (and select people as news 
actorss accordingly), seems to reflect or connect to a shift in the politics of citi-
zens:: from old-fashioned collective 'emancipatory politics' to engagement in in-
dividuall  'lif e politics' (Giddens, 1991). Yet on the other hand, the editors indicat-
edd they deliberately keep certain details or information out of their magazines -
too protect certain celebrities - and thereby making them more willin g to coop-
eratee as sources - or to even protect their readers (as mentioned earlier in the 
topicall  category regarding the audience). The readers are fitted into their moral 
iconicc framework of'good' versus 'bad' as a mass, regardless of how reader char-
acteristicss are addressed specifically (as a topic). This seemingly (moral and pro-
fessional)) superior attitude or 'higher ground' presupposes a particular kind of 
ethics,, as Van Zoonen (1998b) suggests as well. The comments made by the in-
tervieweess suggest that there is no clear consensus on what would constitute 
suchh a code of ethics, but ethical perceptions are used to underscore several 
pointss and statements made throughout the interview. Moral indignity and a 
presumedd higher ground additionally serve as a further delineation for the ex-
pertss - another way to draw a line in the sand between popular and 'other'jour-
nalisms:: between one's own morality (and ethics), or somebody else's. 

C O M M E R C I ALL R E P E R T O I R E. As shown in the discussion of topical cate-
gories,, notions of selling magazines, making decisions based on weekly sales 
figures,figures, addressing perceived wants and needs of a (faceless or specific) audi-
encee were frequently apparent in the interviews. The morality repertoire in-
deedd reflects a specific view on the audience as a rather homogenous, hetero-
sexuall  civil 'mass' of people wanting to be entertained and informed about 
(mishapss of) celebrities. And nowadays - specifically when seen in the context 
off  (the popularity of) reality television - individual 'representatives' from this 
masss have become celebrities as well. This development contributes to a 
sharedd perception of the interviewees regarding their market position in to-
day'ss mediasphere. Now that the topics concerning life politics - notably the 
formingg and dissolving of social relationships - have entered the mainstream 
newsmediaa or 'quality' press, archetypical popular journalism genres like the 
tabloidss are redefining their approach, especially their style: 
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"Newspapers"Newspapers cover the topics that originally come from the gossip maga-

zines,zines, I guess they like that as well, they are doing that now as well [...]  so 

wewe are becoming much harder. You move up a bit in gossip journalism from 

beingbeing nice to a bit harder, another bit harder, harder still... then there is a 

chancechance that a newspaper cannot do that anymore." 

Editorss did not suggest new or different topics, but did emphasize a genre-
widee 'hardening' of tone of voice, coupled with previously signaled moral in-
dignation.. I found a striking consensus among participants that the lines so 
easilyy drawn between gossip or popular journalism and other journalisms, are 
blurring.. This poses a clear challenge to the tabloid editors, as another partici-
pantt remarked (see below). 

"It"It  is kind of a problem, yes I think it is a problem. If you now hear about a 

royalroyal wedding or whatever you have to fight regular newspapers which ap-

pearpear daily, and everywhere, who also cover this with 8 to 10 pages full-col-

or.or. Until 4 years ago you had, as a weekly gossip magazine, the sole rights to 

thesethese kinds of things. The mainstream media are taking over the topics that 

usedused to be restricted to the gossip press [...]  so we are getting harder, you 

havehave to move up a bit in gossip journalism, become tougher, because a news-

paperpaper cannot allow itself to print rumors - at least, not until now..." 

Commerciall  considerations indeed seem to prevail any discussions regarding 

ethicss (or moral reflections for that matter): 

"How"How far can you go [...]you cannot cause any real damage, that is some-

thingyouthingyou learn over theyears [...]  and there is also the role of commercial-

ism,ism, that is also important. So all those elements together determine 

whetherwhether it is right or wrong. It is never just one aspect; there are always 

moremore aspects involved [...]  such a decision also depends on the way they 

['they':['they': celebrities trying to prevent a potentially damaging publication, 

MD]MD]  approach you, about what is explained. If someone asks very nicely, 

please,yes,please,yes, and explains why. Thenyou can sometimes... But it is still a mat-

terter of debate. Yes, if the other magazines are running the story and selling 

well,well, then it is just commercial." 

AA commercial attitude is clearly explicitized by some as the be-all-end-all of 

theirr work, indeed adding to the perception of the audience as a 'mass': 

"We"We respond to the sentiments of the day, each day begins with checking 

ratingsratings for television programs to see what is a hot topic in The Netherlands 

asas a whole." 

Commerciall  considerations in the context of the Dutch (popular) magazine 
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markett relate specifically to selling copies through newsstands, bookstores, 
andd so on, while a more or less commercial interest for newspapers - with sub-
scriptionn rates around 80% - means advertising-revenue. A commercial reper-
toiree for these editors also means making day-to-day decisions about news se-
lection,, gathering of information, telling stories, choosing a format, and stick-
ingg to a certain all-encompassing formula. 

"You"You have to be able to write stories, do editing if necessary, make good 

judgmentjudgment calls on what kind of cover to use, what pictures should be taken 

andand so on. You need to have a lot of experience, you have to know how to 

workwork with the specific angle and format our kind of magazine formula de-

mands." mands." 

( P O P U L A R)) J O U R N A L I SM R E P E R T O I R E. The last quote used in the dis-

cussionn above connects with yet another repertoire used by the interviewees: 
thee somewhat 'holistic' experience of making a popular magazine, of working 
inn infotainment journalism. Especially when describing the attitude of tabloid 
journalists,, the participants would refer to being an all-rounder as a defining 
qualityy of their trade: 

"We"We all have our own specialties, but people need to be multifunctional 

here,here, they have to be able to do everything: reporting, writing, editing, lay-

out,out, cover policy... it is more fun for those people as welt, otherwise it just is 

thethe same all the time." 

Althoughh this holism in functions is used to give meaning to the kind of work 
thesee editors do, the data analysis (in chapter in) of our phone survey among 
allall Dutch journalists suggests that a widespread functional differentiation is 
somewhatt typical for Dutch, or even continental European journalism, com-
paredd to the organization of labor in Anglo-Saxon newsrooms (Esser, 1999). 
Thee explicit use of this argument by the interviewed tabloid editors may have 
too do with their function as (chief) editor, or can be attributed to the line of 
questioningg followed in the interviews, following up in particular on issues of 
perceivedd difference between popular journalism and other journalisms. Al-
thoughh skills and standards are a topic journalists would talk about, a more 
generall  notion of what this genre of journalism is and how it should be un-
derstoodd in the context of journalism in The Netherlands as a whole becomes 
aa system of meaning for the participating editors. 

"You"You should learn to look differently at journalism, gossip journalism... you 

know,know, what we do is a lot more creative and hard to do than the rest of jour-

nalismnalism in The Netherlands." 
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Popularr journalism, 'the gossip world', the popular press are some of the 
termss used by the editors to describe their corner of the Dutch mediasphere. 
Thiss varies from detailed descriptions of how the making of a magazine works 
viaa elaborate definitions of what gossip 'really' means to profiles of what a 'typ-
ical'' reporter in this genre is made of. Working for a tabloid-style magazine not 
onlyy requires a certain mindset, according to some it is also a choice one makes 
forr a lifetime, which connects this career to the perceived status it has in the 
professionn as a whole: 

"After"After you worked for a well-known gossip magazine, it makes you a taint-

eded person, it becomes much harder to work elsewhere if they see that on your 

resume.resume. So generally people are sticking to these magazines for 20years or 

more." more." 

Indeedd we found that all of the interviewees at some point worked for either 
PrivéPrivé or Story, and several of them had connections with one or more other 
magaziness in the field (see Tuip, 2001). For the participants this clearly has to 
doo with the 'uniqueness' of their field, the specifics defining what popular 
journalismm is - as opposed to the rest of Dutch journalism. The sense of being 
aa necessary all-rounder, of "doing everything yourself" as one editor explains, 
mayy also reflect a need for gaining control over the products and production 
processess within the media organization as a defining and legitimizing ele-
mentt of professionalism in journalism (Beam, 1990). Seen in this light this 
repertoiree serves the same purpose as for example the irony repertoire, as it 
actss as a way for the participants to discern their work and genre from other 
journalisms.. One has to note that the perceived multiplicity of tasks is further 
moderatedd by the fact that the interviewed experts are magazine editors - peo-
plee who can be considered to have more than one responsibility on their 
hands. . 

Conclusion n 
Thee seven topical categories and four interpretative repertoires found shed 

lightt on the ways in which the tabloid editors construct their professional 

identityy - both as Dutch journalists as well as distinct 'popular'journalists. In 

doingg so, these journalists use similar instruments (or rather: discourse) of 

journalisms'' professional ideology as their colleagues in the 'hard news' sector 

(Dahlgren,, 1992; Winch, 1997). Journalists in the more entertaining sector of 

thee media use the same notions of ethic sensibility, servicing the public, edito-

riall  autonomy and credibility as those in the strictly 'informing' sector {how-

everr constructed this categorization may be) in order to position themselves as 
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aa distinctive genre - their 'unique selling point' even. One could even argue the 
intervieweess are overcompensating in the various ways they keep stressing 
theirr uniqueness, in their emphasis on freedom and having a (more or less su-
perior)) moral-ethical attitude. The differences between the applications of 
journalisms'' ideological values are embedded in the respective meanings these 
conceptss have in popular or infotainment journalism. The ideal of servicing 
thee public is strongly connected to commercial interests in the sense of evalu-
atingg each week's sales figures against the editorial content and cover policy of 
thee magazine. This suggests a strict and 'immediate' awareness of shifting 
wantss and needs - however unexpected these may be - of the readership 
(ratherr than the advertiser). It also reveals the domination of the many over the 
few,, as public awareness in this respect exclusively relates to a common or 
'mass'' denominator. 

Thee pre-occupation with reader statistics does not seem to infringe upon the 
popularr journalists' perception of professional autonomy. In fact, editorial au-
tonomyy - as in the freedom to write creatively without the constraints of news-
paperr formulas, rather than for example the freedom of working independent 
fromm potential marketing intrusions - is cited self-reflectively as one of the 
'bestt parts' of being in the tabloid business. On the other hand, the editors 
clearlyy indicate a strict adherence to 'the formula'. Anything not fitting the 
magazinee format and formula is unacceptable. One participant even indicated 
hee could not even explain what exactly this formula is - "you just know after a 

while."Thiswhile."This sounds like a particular definition of journalists' freedom. Where-
ass autonomy in mainstream newsmedia is often articulated to commercialism 
andd perceived inroads on editorial policy made by marketers and advertisers, 
thiss is considered not to be of any relevance to the daily work at a popular mag-
azinee by our interviewees, as the data on the survey of the infotainment sub-
samplee indeed shows. Weaver and Wilhoit (1996:61-62) consider autonomy to 
bee articulated to the freedom journalists have in selecting and writing partic-
ularr subjects and stories, and according to the participants it is exactly a lack 
off  freedom in the mainstream news media in this respect which prompted 
themm to opt for popular journalism - but at the same time forces them to stick 
too an enforced formula. Autonomy to the editors relates to the ability to write 
aa story based on 'educated guesses' rather than 'the truth', whatever that truth 
mayy be. The tabloid story may be based on similar newsgathering methods and 
investigativee reporting practices; a paradoxical notion of freedom to write cre-
ativelyy around the retrieved information is central to the interviewees' under-
standingg of autonomy. 

Ethics,, credibility and trustworthiness indeed feature prominently in the 
wayy tabloid editors talk about their work and the various ways in which they 
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givee meaning to what they do. Yet, perhaps a bit unlike their colleagues else-
wheree in journalism, ethical perceptions are both continuously under discus-
sionn as well as these are not considered to be guidelines or rules for conduct. 
Ethicall  perceptions are closely articulated to competitor-colleague relations 
('iff  they do it, we do it too'), to autonomy ('we can do things the other cannot 
do')) and especially to morality- a higher moral ground even ('we decide when 
too publish or not'). This may also explain that the answers the infotainment 
journalistss gave on ethical issues in the phone survey did not differ much from 
theirr colleagues elsewhere in the media: reporters agree on certain newsgath-
eringg practices, but differ in their assessment of the overall criteria applied to 
suchh practices. This particular conception of ethics is contextual: ethical deci-
sion-makingg is dependent on morality (considering the publication of details 
onn an 'extreme' sex-life for example), on competition and on personal norms 
andd values ('have I hurt somebody today or not?'). The ethics generally meas-
uredd in journalism surveys assume that journalists share an understanding of 
certainn guidelines or 'controversial reporting practices', but publications in 
thiss field also conclude that the meanings such practices may have are de-
pendentt on the mental pictures these conjure up in reporters' minds (McMane, 
1998:: 206). The bottom line in any kind of editorial (and thus moral-ethical) 
decision-makingg is outright audience-revenue commercialism: if (we expect) 
thee competitor-colleague is running the story, we are running it as well. 

Twoo more conclusions can be added to our analysis. One relates to the way the 
literaturee has suggested that any perceived boundaries between information 
andd entertainment in journalism are blurring; a second conclusion pertains to 
aa conceptual understanding of the four repertoires used by the editors to give 
meaningg to their work. The interpretative repertoires and the topical cate-
goriess all reveal an active construction of distinction: of finding new ground in 
aa profession that is fast becoming a hybrid between different genres and for-
matss in the perception of its professional practitioners (and academics alike). 
Whatt is both interesting as well as perhaps troubling is the emphasis put on 
'tougheningg up' in this process of distinguishing oneself in popular journal-
ism:: editors seem to think they have to push the limits of what is possible or 
'moral-ethical'' in journalism in order to survive the competition of other, no-
tablyy mainstream news media. As they consider Weekend the best gossip mag-
azinee because it is 'the hardest' and Party the worst because it does not tell 'the 
truth',, this makes for an interesting future perspective, featuring a journalistic 
attitudee that reads like hard-hitting investigative (and creative) popular jour-
nalism. . 

AA second and final conclusion to this chapter considers the various inter-
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pretativee repertoires in particular. What I would like to suggest is an over-arch-
ingg concept of utilitarianism to the function of irony, being all-round, a strict 
focuss on weekly sales and the assumption of a moral-ethical higher ground. 
Thiss utilitarian attitude seems to function as a strategic ritual to explain why 
andd how one does his or her work in popular journalism.14 The evaluation of 
thiss kind of utilitarianism, of tabloid editors being right or wrong solely based 
onn the consequences of their own actions (in the opinion of the participants 
reflectedd predominantly in number of copies sold), the distinct emphasis on 
pleasuree (be it ironical), including a moral notion of (preventing) pain or un-
happinesss (both to celebrities and publics) can be seen as encompassing the 
coree defining characteristics of Bentham's moral theory of utilitarianism. An 
importantt note to be made here regards the highly personal and contextual 
applicationn of the theory to the lifeworld of the tabloid editors: they talk about 
theirr own happiness, not necessarily the happiness of their (mass) audience. 
Andd one can argue that popular journalism's happiness is interdependent with 
thee 'unhappiness' of celebrities. The ideology of journalism can be therefore 
seenn as being actively deconstructed by professionals working in popular jour-
nalismm genres, using a similar discourse from a different theoretical perspec-
tive:: instead of professional ideology a kind of personalized utilitarian ideo-
logicall  framework is applied to give meaning to being a journalist- and in par-
ticularr to being a (popular) journalist other than the ones working elsewhere 
inn the Dutch media. 


